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Note: You must use the gray (low friction) triple pegs where shown, so that the neck unfolds easily.
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Note: Now is a good time to check to make sure that all the beams in the neck are connected together
properly.  The long beams in the neck should be able to easily fold up all the way as shown below.
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Three wires are used in this step: The longest wire, the shortest wire, and a medium-length wire.

Connect the longest wire from the ultrasonic sensor in the head of the snake to port 1 on the NXT, routing it
carefully through the neck of the snake as shown.



Connect the shortest wire from the neck motor to port B on the NXT.

Connect the medium-length wire from the second (tail) motor to port C on the NXT.
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Important: The round gray half bushings must be very loose on their axles so that they rattle when shaken.
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Design the coiled body of the snake any way you like (this is just for decoration).  Here is one example.



You can attach your snake body starting at the tail rattle and then wrapping loosely around the NXT brick. 
You can peg the coils of your snake body to the four angled platform beams for stability.

Rattlesnake Programming
Use the program Rattlesnake for the Rattlesnake.  This is a fairly simple program that shows how the NXT-G

http://www.nxtprograms.com/programs/Rattlesnake.rbt


programming system's "Sequence Beam" can be used to make two parts of a program do two different things
at the same time.

 

Challenges
Because of the way the ultrasonic sensor is angled when the snake is coiled up, it is looking a little
too far straight up and does not always see you if you just walk by in front of it.  Can you modify the
design of the head to make the "eyes" work better?

Try modifying the Rattlesnake program to add sound or something else interesting you might think of.

Get nxtprograms.com on CD!
Click here for info
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